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Abstract— We build upon the functional object-oriented net-
work (FOON), a structured knowledge representation which is
constructed from observations of human activities and manip-
ulations. A FOON can be used for representing object-motion
affordances. Knowledge retrieval through graph search allows
us to obtain novel manipulation sequences using knowledge
spanning across many video sources, hence the novelty in our
approach. However, we are limited to the sources collected.
To further improve the performance of knowledge retrieval
as a follow up to our previous work, we discuss generalizing
knowledge to be applied to objects which are similar to what
we have in FOON without manually annotating new sources
of knowledge. We discuss two means of generalization: 1)
expanding our network through the use of object similarity
to create new functional units from those we already have, and
2) compressing the functional units by object categories rather
than specific objects. We discuss experiments which compare
the performance of our knowledge retrieval algorithm with both
expansion and compression by categories.
I. INTRODUCTION
There has been a recent boon in studies regarding the
importance of the theory of affordances [1] in learning
and understanding behaviour in human activities. Studies
in neuroscience and cognitive science on object affordances
indicate that the mirror neurons in human brains congregate
visual and motor responses [2], [3], [4]. Mirror neurons in
the F5 sector of the macaque ventral pre-motor cortex fire
during both observation of interacting with an object and
action execution, but do not discharge in response to simply
observing an object [5], [6]. Further studies [7] show the
functional relationship between paired objects and compared
it with the spatial relationship and found that both the
position and functional context are important and related to
the motion; however, the motor action response was faster
and more accurate with the functional context than with the
spatial context. Yoon et al. [8] recently studied affordances
associated to pairs of objects positioned for action and found
an interesting so-called “paired object affordance effect”,
where the response time by right-handed participants was
faster if the two objects were used together, where the active
(manipulated) object was to the right of the other.
From these studies, it is clear that functional relationships
between objects are directly associated with motor actions.
This interesting phenomenon can be observed in human
daily life: when humans are performing tasks, they not
only pay attention to objects and their states but also to
object interactions caused by manipulation. The manipulation
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reflecting the motor response is tightly associated with both
the manipulated object and the interacted object. In robotics
today, there has been a significant number of works which
focus on representating and learning of object features,
motions and affordances [9], [10], [11], [12], [13], [14], [15],
[16], [17] and modelling such relationships [18], [19], [20].
Motivated by the promise in object affordance-based learn-
ing, we present a novel, graphical knowledge representa-
tion method called the functional object-oriented network
(FOON) [21] which represents the relationship between
objects and their associated functional motions. A single
functional unit, our basic learning unit, represents a single,
atomic manipulation action (such as cutting, picking-and-
placing, pouring, or shaking) by capturing the objects re-
quired for such a task and the motion occurring. A collection
of these units can be used to describe the chain of events
needed for a certain outcome; such a collection referred to as
a task tree can be followed in sequence by a robotic system
to accomplish a given task. This representation is similar
to other representations such as Petri Nets (PN)[22], which
is also a bipartite network representing events as transitions
with conditions which need to be present for these actions to
occur. FOON is specifically designed for manipulation tasks,
as transitions are equivalent to motion nodes and conditions
(or places) are equivalent to object nodes. Certain objects
must be present for a certain action to occur just as input
places are required for a transition to fire in a PN.
With our current methodology, learning new actions as
FOON graphs requires annotating new sources and videos by
hand and appending that knowledge to the universal FOON,
which for us is a very time-intensive process. To create
graphs automatically is inherently a difficult problem due
to the challenge in recognizing object states and motions in
2D videos from the Internet. For the time being, we explore
another avenue in learning a more generalized FOON due to
the complex nature of automatic object-motion recognition
to improve upon [21]. In this paper, we investigate means
of creating useful knowledge for our representation through
generalization using expansion and categorization with ob-
ject similarity. The intuition behind this is as follows: if
we know how to manipulate a certain set of objects, then
we can also manipulate those which are similar to it; from
another point-of-view, if we do not have a specific object,
we can use items which are similar to it to complete the
task. We can create new forms of FOON whose knowledge
extends that of a regular network using these principles: an
expanded network and a compressed network based on object
categories. We shall discuss the details of each method and
discuss results of knowledge retrieval using such approaches.
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Fig. 1: A basic functional unit with three input nodes (in
green) and two output nodes (in blue) connected by an
intermediary single motion node (in red). Input and output
nodes are distinguished by the direction of the edges.
II. FUNCTIONAL OBJECT-ORIENTED NETWORK
The functional object-oriented network is a knowledge
representation which we use to encode observations on ac-
tivities or functional manipulations with objects. FOON con-
tains information on object-motion affordances as observed
in manipulation activities; in particular, it is a directed graph
with two types of nodes: object nodes and motion nodes. The
purpose of this knowledge source is to capture information
to be used by a robot as an executable sequence or program
to solve manipulation problems (which require the use of
a specific set of objects) that produce a target product.
Presently, the knowledge contained in FOON is centred
around cooking activities and recipes in the kitchen, but this
representation can also be extended to other manipulation-
centric domains such as cleaning or factory assembly.
A. Basics of a FOON
As stated before, a FOON contains two types of nodes.
A graph of this nature is more formally referred to as a
bipartite network [23]. The object nodes (denoted as NO)
in a FOON are those which are being manipulated in the
environment or those which are used to manipulate other
object nodes. Generally speaking, we solely focus on objects
which are actively used or acted upon in a specific activity.
The other type of node, motion nodes (denoted as NM ), is
a node which describe the manipulation using said objects.
These motions may range from picking-and-placing, pouring,
cutting or stirring. An object node is characterized by an
object type, an observed object state and a motion identifier
which describes if the object is moving in the scene. Objects
can also contain other objects within them, and so we can
identify objects by their ingredient content; examples of such
containers include the bowl, cup and box objects. Motion
nodes are solely identified by a motion type from a set of
pre-defined motions or actions as typically seen in cooking.
In a FOON, object nodes are connected to motion nodes
and motion nodes are connected to object nodes. The only
instance where objects may be connected to objects is when
we transform our bipartite network to a one-mode projected
graph for the purpose of network analysis [23] as we have
done previously in [21]. Edges in our graph are drawn from
one node to another with respect to the order of a sequence
leading to a particular object-state outcome occurring.
B. The Functional Unit
A FOON consists of individual, fundamental learning units
for which we coined the term functional units (shown in
Figure 1). A functional unit represents a single, atomic
action, and a set of functional units which are connected
together form what we call a subgraph which describes an
activity involving two or more steps. For instance, in a video
where the demonstrator is preparing macaroni and cheese,
a subgraph is created to describe the entire activity. This
subgraph may consist of several units describing actions such
as boiling of water in a pot, stirring of macaroni pasta in a
pot with a spoon, and pouring the cooked pasta into a pan.
A functional unit has three components: input object
nodes, output object nodes, and an intermediary motion node
which describes the cause of the transition in objects’ states.
A motion does not guarantee the change in all input object
states, so there may be instances where an object remains in
the same state in multiple units. Because of this, a FOON
can be more accurately defined as a directed acyclic graph
since there may be an incidence of loops.
III. CREATING A FOON
A FOON is created from informational sources of knowl-
edge, whether they be demonstrations of human activities or
observations extracted from instructional videos. However,
automatic extraction of knowledge from such sources is very
complex due to the difficulty in recognizing the objects being
used, the states they are in, and the motion occurring. For
the time being, we annotate videos manually in lieu of such
a system; volunteers were tasked with the selection and
annotation of cooking videos. We also note the timestamps
at which actions occur in source videos for reference.
A. Gathering and Combining Knowledge
The knowledge represented in a FOON is taken from a
collection of video sources found on YouTube. A subgraph
will be created for each source video, where functional
units are directly constructed through manual annotation.
The annotation process simply involves the recording of
actions occurring in videos, specifically the time they occur,
the objects being manipulated, the changes in their states
(if any), and the type of motion occurring. With these
individual subgraphs, we can then combine the knowledge
into a single, larger FOON through a merging procedure.
The merging process is very simple in intuition: we perform
a union operation with all functional units while removing
any duplicate units. A duplicate in this sense means that two
units have the exact same input, object and motion nodes
down to the smallest detail. Before merging, we parse these
files to ensure that all labels are consistent with the object
and motion indices kept as reference. For more details on the
algorithm, including pseudocode, we refer readers to [21].
B. Hierarchies of Information
Following our previous work in [21], we developed a new
way of presenting knowledge in our graph through different
levels of abstraction. We can condense the information
presented in FOON in an abstracted way through the use
of hierarchies. Here, abstraction means that we want to
consider an object with as few details as possible; more
specifically, we may not consider an object’s state or content.
Hierarchies are useful when we do not require as much detail
for performing manipulation tasks; for instance, an object
recognition system may not be built to detect certain objects
in a variety of states, and so we may refer to a version of
FOON which does not take states into account. The lower
the hierarchy level, the less information is given to object
nodes in functional units and the fewer functional units in a
FOON (from less instances of duplicate units).
We can show object nodes in three levels of abstraction:
Level 1: A FOON at the purely object level
• Objects are considered without any states or ingredient
content, e.g. an object of type “strawberry” with state
“peeled” and another with state “chopped” are seen as
one object node “strawberry”.
Level 2: A FOON at the object-state level
• Objects are differentiated by their states and not ingre-
dient content, e.g. as with the case above, we have two
different object nodes because there are two instances
with different states “chopped” and “peeled”.
• However, if we have two objects with mixtures like a
bowl of eggs mixed with salt and a bowl of eggs mixed
with milk, salt, and pepper, we treat them as one object
node in a FOON: a bowl with “ingredients mixed inside”.
Level 3: A FOON at the object-state-content level
• Objects in different states are classified as unique, sepa-
rate nodes by considering their composition: what ingre-
dients make up that object-state node.
C. A Universal FOON
We define a universal FOON as a merged set of two or
more subgraphs from information sources. Since a universal
FOON is comprised of knowledge from multiple sources,
it can be used by a robot as a knowledge base for solving
problems using object-motion affordances. At the time of
this paper, our universal FOON is made up of knowledge
reflecting 65 YouTube source videos covering a range of
recipes. Table I presents a tally of nodes at each hierarchy
level. We provide interested readers with illustrations of the
FOON graphs discussed in this paper and all video subgraph
files for download at our website [24].
TABLE I: Universal FOON statistics at each hierarchy level.
Hierarchy Level # of Object Nodes # of Motion Nodes
Level 1 185 659
Level 2 911 866
Level 3 1676 984
D. Knowledge Retrieval
With a universal FOON, a robot will be equipped with
knowledge which it can use to solve manipulation tasks
given a target goal. A human user may ask a robot to
prepare a meal, given certain constraints, for example. The
aim of knowledge retrieval is to find a task tree: a sequence
of functional unit-based steps which, when executed, ac-
complishes a goal. A task tree is simply a collection of
functional units which are likely to be connected together
which, if followed in sequence, play out the execution of
steps that solve a manipulation goal. This goal can be
any object node within FOON, whether it is a finished
product or an intermediary-state object. The procedure for
retrieving a task tree sequence draws from the principles
of fundamental graph searching algorithms; when searching,
we explore depth-wise by functional unit, but we explore
breadth-wise among objects in each unit. In order to solve
such problems, the robot needs to have knowledge about its
domain, specifically what utensils or ingredients are in its
surrounding environment, such that the system can ascertain
whether or not there exists a solution in that instance. The
result of this search is either a task tree sequence being found
(where a goal node is deemed as solvable and we have a
functional unit sequence that produces the goal) or no tree
due to a shortage of time or non-existent solution.
Our search considers the number of units (or steps) as
a heuristic for finding the optimal task tree. There may
be multiple units that make an object (i.e. multiple trees
with/without the same step size), but the search method
considers the first unit which can be executed entirely (or
specifically, where all objects required are available as input
to that unit). Instead of using a step-based heuristic for
finding a tree, we can also settle ties in functional units based
on task complexity. In some instances, a robot may be unable
to perform a specific motion because of limitations in its
configuration space or in its architecture. However, we may
possibly compensate for this by executing a simpler manip-
ulation which gives us the same results. As we continue to
develop FOON, we would also need to make adjustments
for other constraints such as preparing meals without certain
ingredients to account for dietary preferences.
IV. GENERALIZATION OF FOON
Although FOON performs well with tasks using objects
we are familiar with (i.e. preparing meals for which we have
collected data as subgraphs), it is not designed to handle
newly encountered objects or goals. Sequences in FOON can
only be solved as we have learned which may be an issue in
adapting to heterogeneous environments. For example, this
suggests that if an object is not observed within a state that
is necessary according to a FOON, it means that we can
possibly fail to find a task tree to achieve a goal. Instead
of quitting when we cannot solve a problem with unknown
objects, we should still try to apply the knowledge contained
in a FOON to complete the task. We can use knowledge of
how we use one item and transfer that knowledge to using
other items like it. This is much like our common sense as
Fig. 2: An example of how expansion can be used in filling gaps of knowledge. Here we wish to make a salad (node in
dark green) using lettuce and other items in the environment (in blue); initially, we only have knowledge on making salads
with kale. Using similarity, we understand that kale and lettuce are similar, as they are both leafy vegetables. We create the
knowledge of chopping lettuce and adding it to a bowl with other ingredients to make a salad.
humans: if we know how to use a certain item, then we can
use similar items in a similar fashion.
This would require us to create a FOON which is gen-
eralized but not like how we implemented hierarchy levels.
Rather, we need to create a FOON which is generalized to
account for a wider set of cases. We explore this through
two ideas: 1) we can create an extremely large variant of
FOON which contains all possible combination of uses of
objects as functional units, or 2) we create a compressed
variant of FOON which contains units which describes how
classes or categories of objects are used. This categorization
can therefore extend to items within a subset and thus those
which can be manipulated in the same way. These two basic
ideas motivate us to investigate two ways which can possibly
improve the usability of a FOON.
A. FOON Expansion with Object Similarity
We have explored the use of object similarity for the
purpose of finding relationships between objects we know
how to manipulate in FOON and those for which we are
missing knowledge. One issue with our previous edition of
FOON is that we will miss out on very basic steps (or
functional units) because of missing information in source
videos. For example, we may see onions in the “chopped”
state on a plate, but we never see the “chop” action using a
knife object on a “whole” onion. However, what if we are
confronted with a situation where we only have the natural
state of onions available and yet we require it chopped? In
the case of the previous example, if we know how to chop
something similar to onions such as chives, then we can
theoretically perform the same manipulation with onions.
Using the intuition of object similarity, we can create
new knowledge (i.e. creating new functional units) by using
what we have collected as reference for new objects. The
expansion algorithm for creating a larger FOON involves
copying functional units which already exist and creating
new units with similar objects. An example of how expansion
can be used is shown as Figure 2. This will be done for every
TABLE II: Statistics of our universal FOON after expansion
(FOON-EXP) using threshold of 0.89.
Hierarchy Level # of Object Nodes # of Motion Nodes
Level 1 232 3528
Level 2 1996 5493
Level 3 5306 6942
combination of objects which are similar to one another. We
refer to an expanded FOON as FOON-EXP. Statistics for the
FOON-EXP used are shown in Table II).
Measuring Similarity for FOON-EXP: To measure object
similarity (which is simply how similar an object’s concept is
to another), we would require a knowledge base that allows
us to make that measurement. We use WordNet [25] as a
means of calculating semantic similarity based on its lexical
organization of words and terms. Although WordNet is a
remarkably impressive database, it also has its shortcomings
due to the lack of certain terms and categories. There are
also some objects which are not found in WordNet (such
as “corn starch”, “muffin pan” and “protein powder”), and
this needs to be alleviated manually with user-defined values.
For the sake of our discussion, we only use the computed
values from WordNet; certain items will not have any similar
objects identified. We calculate similarity of two objects
using the Wu-Palmer metric [26] available to users in the
NLTK package [27]. This metric produces a similarity score
from 0 to 1, where 1 indicates that two items are conceptually
equal. We would simply use a similarity threshold as a cut-
off point for determining when two concepts are alike; we
use a threshold value of 0.89 as it produces a FOON that is
not too large to handle than our regular network. A lower
threshold of even 0.88 would result in an exponentially larger
FOON, much larger than what we are using in this paper.
We calculated similarity among a list of 356 objects with
WordNet and used it to expand our default FOON.
Fig. 3: A set of functional units before and after generalization by categories. The node colours indicate which objects and
categories are synonymous; the grapefruit object nodes were generalized as citrus and potatoes and onions were generalized
as vegetables and root vegetables. Two functional units (0 cut and 1 cut) end up compressed into a single unit.
B. FOON Compression with Object Categories
Instead of abstracting the objects using our hierarchies,
we can go further by abstracting objects based on another
hierarchy level, a categorical classification of objects.
In this approach, we are not concerned about specific
objects but instead we focus on how classes of objects
are characteristically used and manipulated. For example,
fruits share a common trait in having seeds, and so we
will cut most of them expecting the seed(s) to be in the
centre. For the purpose of discussion, we will refer to
the generalized version of our universal FOON as FOON-
GEN. Functional units can be represented using generic
categories which can then be applied to a wider range
of objects without the need for expanding our network
and adding many more functional units. This prevents the
network from “blowing up” from a drastic increase in size
from all of the functional units added from this process. A
major requirement is predefining categories for classification.
Creating a FOON-GEN: Items can fall under one cate-
gory, several categories, or possibly no categories if they are
too unique an object. We have defined a list of 56 categories;
these include spices, open containers, condiments, vegetables
(and further classification as leafy vegetables or root veg-
etables), cutlery, and eating utensils. These categories have
been defined in terms of functionality and object types, but
we can still account for other functional considerations such
as shape and textures. We initially fill each category using
WordNet and then we correct it manually by allocating and
grouping items ourselves. This is because WordNet lacks
certain concepts as we have in our list of items, or more
commonly, items were found and misclassified even through
there was a similarity of object and category found. With
the object-category index mapping 359 possible objects to
56 categories, we can then construct a FOON labelled in
terms of categories. The procedure for producing a FOON-
GEN using categories is a simple process: we iterate through
all of the functional units and we search for all objects which
belong to a specific category, for all categories. Once we find
these objects, we can simply replace them with the category
and then append these new units to a separate list. Therefore,
these functional units do not refer to a specific object but
instead it will use the generalized concept of an object (once
the item(s) have a mapping to the list of categories). An
example of how categorization works is shown as Figure 3.
The version of FOON-GEN used in our experiments is a
Level 2 FOON, and it has a total of 1643 nodes comprising
of 822 object-category nodes and 821 motion nodes. This is a
smaller fraction of the number of functional units featured in
our universal FOON and its FOON-EXP version. A smaller
graph would allow for faster searching times so we expect
that FOON-GEN would perform well in task tree retrieval.
V. EVALUATION OF FOON GENERALIZATION METHODS
In the previous section, we discussed details for methods
for making our FOON more generalized for use in solving
problems which we do not have knowledge of. We have
outlined two ideas: FOON expansion and compression. In
this section, we justify the usefulness of our approaches as
an improvement in solving unknown problems. We evaluate
our generalization methods by measuring how likely each
version of our universal FOON is to contain the knowledge
needed to solve a particular problem. We hypothesize that
our generalized method using categories will outperform an
expanded FOON and our default universal FOON.
A. Methodology
Our experiments were conducted as follows: during a
series of 10 trials, we randomly select 100 goal nodes as
target products and we attempt to find a task tree that
produces each of these goals. The network with the most
successes (i.e. the highest recorded number of objects for
which a task tree was found out of the total number of goal
nodes) will indicate the best of the three methods. These
goal nodes are those which are not in its basic state, i.e. it
must be the output of a functional unit. In this way we do
not consider items which we may be searching for which are
already in our kitchen. In each trial, we simulate different
TABLE III: Average running times over all trials of ran-
dom searches with unexpanded network (REG), expanded
network using object similarity (EXP), and a generalized
network with categories (GEN).
FOON Selected Average Time Over Trials (ms)
REG 2120.5
EXP 15217.4
GEN 1167.5
TABLE IV: Results of random-search experiment with an
unexpanded network (REG), an expanded network using
object similarity (EXP), and a generalized network (GEN).
FOON
Selected
Trials for Experiment
#1 #2 #3 #4 #5 #6 #7 #8 #9 #10
REG 53 15 28 42 17 48 19 42 53 18
EXP 55 23 32 53 28 54 27 47 62 14
GEN 66 70 73 76 78 87 81 70 78 77
layouts of kitchen environments by randomly selecting a
subset of ingredients/utensils out of a possible 224 object
nodes. We do this since our knowledge retrieval algorithm
requires a list of items in the environment. The hierarchy
level (as hinted before) which we perform our experiments is
in Level 2 FOONs, meaning that we only work with object
and states and neglecting specific ingredient combinations.
We will be measuring each trial by the average time taken
for task tree retrieval in addition to the number of objects
successfully found. An object with no task tree found within
a certain period of time (or in our case, a certain number of
iterations) is considered as unsolvable and has no existing
solution. This is important when considering obtaining task
tree sequences in real-time as needed by robots.
B. Discussion of Results
We ran the experiments while recording average running
times (shown in Table III) and the number of objects we
successfully found task trees for out of a possible 100
object goal nodes (shown in Table IV). For time complexity
considerations, these experiments were run on a machine
with an Intel Core i7-6500U processor and 12 GBs of RAM.
These results show that the generalized FOON performs
much better than the other networks, as we were able to
find at least 66% of all object goal nodes using only a
subset of kitchen ingredients and utensils among all trials.
FOON-GEN provided for the fastest searches on average,
validating that a network of smaller size would require less
time to search. Therefore, a generalized representation would
be ideal for solving problems in real-time. The FOON-
EXP network also does fairly well when compared to the
regular network; in most instances, it outperforms the regular
network. Theoretically, a FOON-EXP should allow for at
least as many as the regular network, as the regular network
is a subset of the expanded network. However, the expansion
dramatically increased the number of functional units in the
network, and so the searches will require more time to find
a task tree. In trial 10, the regular network outperformed
FOON-EXP, as task trees for 4 more objects were found.
C. Limitations of FOON-EXP & FOON-GEN
The drawback to using an expanded network like FOON-
EXP is that it does not perform significantly better than
the regular universal FOON in all cases. By adding many
more functional units, we require a deeper and lengthier
search (as suggested by the great difference in average search
times in Table III). We have shown that a generalized FOON
allows for more successful searches, as we alleviate the issue
where expansion does not create the necessary functional
units to solve a problem. Additionally, there may be certain
similarities which were suggested by WordNet which do not
exactly match up to the manually defined categories to create
a FOON-GEN. However, despite this fact, certain issues
remain when it comes to mapping these generalized task
trees to the robot’s planning of action. As we mentioned
before, this representation is only symbolic at this point, and
so we need to develop a means of mapping this knowledge
to a manipulation planning system.
For this generalization to work effectively, categories
must be defined more clearly, taking into account features
such as functionality, textures, shapes, and composition. For
example, can we use scissors in place of a knife if that’s the
only “cutter” object available? Obviously, this would depend
on what we are cutting, as scissors cannot be used for getting
very clean slices of fruit, but it can be used just for cutting
things into chunks. How do we plan around those sort of
situations? Additionally, there should perhaps be some sort
of internal ranking among categories, where certain items
should be taken in preference over others. For example, a
knife can be used for pressing things using its flat, blunt
side, but it is more likely to be used for cutting. Such
considerations need to be addressed based on these extra
functional details. For future work, we will work on creating
categories for different criteria which can be adapted to the
robot’s needs. Such features like shapes are well suited for
identifying objects, and so it would be ideal to combine this
theoretical knowledge with other modalities of information
(3D models, feature detectors, etc.).
VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
To conclude, we discussed the basics of FOON (from
functional units to the creation of a universal FOON) and
how we can extract useful knowledge as task trees through
the process of knowledge retrieval. Originally proposed in
[21], this knowledge representation has been introduced as
a means of representing manipulations in cooking activities
and household tasks in general. Even with the novelty of
task trees produced by task tree retrieval, we are limited
to the knowledge we obtain from instructional videos; if
we do not see an important step in them, we miss out on
valuable information which can hinder the performance of
the network. We also do not know how we can handle cases
where we may want to use different ingredients. To improve
FOON, we remedy this by generalizing our FOON through
two means: using object similarity to expand our network
and using categories of objects to compress our network.
With the first method, we expand our network by adding
new functional units based on those we have seen already,
thus creating units for all combinations of similar objects.
The second method condenses the network to a generalized
state by substituting objects with categorical concepts. This
network will contain less functional units than the regular
network, while the expanded network will likely contain
more functional units than the other representations.
In our experiments, we algorithmically compared our two
methods of generalization with three versions of our FOON:
an expanded version FOON-EXP, a condensed, generalized
version FOON-GEN, and our untouched, collected network
FOON-REG. We showed that using a smaller, condensed
network performs best as long as we have a sufficiently
designed category classification. This condensed network,
FOON-GEN, also had a generally lower average time of
execution due to its smaller size, making it ideal for quicker
searches. However, for this network to be usable, more
developments would be required in the actual manipulation
planning of the robot, as we would need to de-generalize
and specify how objects are to be used to solve a problem.
We would need to build a system which goes beyond the
symbolism of our knowledge representation to how the robot
detects and interacts with items.
In our future work, we aim to explore event recognition
for annotating new video sources of information. We can
use probabilities based on what we already have in FOON
or those reflecting other datasets and apply them to a system
which can be used for identifying objects in a scene and/or
the action taking place. This would be followed by training
a detection system using deep learning techniques which
has the capability of detecting activities and recognizing
objects used in that activity. In this way, we can perform
semi-automatic collection of new functional units which can
then be appended to our FOON for further development.
Furthermore, although we have shown that FOON is the-
oretically useful as a knowledge source, we will perform
demonstrations using a real robot to investigate scenarios
in which similarity would be useful or not. These searches
are purely algorithmic, and for them to work, we would
require more details and precisely defined categories. This
would require us to develop a modular system for translating
the knowledge from FOON into an executable program.
Through these experiments, we can ascertain whether or not
the hierarchies and methods proposed are sufficient for other
task domains other than cooking.
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